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IDNEY TESTING HERE FIRST IN NATION

lessee

High Schoolers Gather For
.Speech Tourney Here Today

.Homemakers
To Attend
State Meet

Six Diseases Can Be Found
In Simple Test Of Children

Group Events Day, the second
In the annual First Region High School Speech League,
Tournament, will take the first region tournament hes
The Kidney Screening Pro- detailed information. Written
today at Murray State been held at Murray State since
ject to be conducted here on permission from the parents
1923, according to Dr. Ray lioMrs.
Barletta
area
Wrather
,
Wednesday 1Larch 19 by the will be required bettors tests
Sponsored by the Kentucky field, chairman of the MSU
extension agent, and nine memMurray Woman's Club is not can be made. Tutting is simple
communications department and
bers
of the Calloway County
only the fint project of this with urine amplee- beim takspeech tournament teenager.
Homemakers Clubs will be akind in Kentucky, but it is also en. All information is gained
Besides two sections of demong the two thousand memthe first in the entire nation from the urine test.
bate, two groups events—duet
bers from all sections of Kenaccording to Jack A. Adams,
acting and diacusaion—ere also
tucky to attend the annual
Executive Director of the Kid- Those attending the February
scheduled. This will be the fink
meeting of the Kentucky Exney Foundation of Kentucky. meeting included.
year that a junior high debate
tension Homemakers AssociatIn a letter to Mrs. James E.
tournament will be conducted.
ion at Lexington March 19-20.
Garrison of the Murray WoFrom the hesKh department
Nine senior high scoot, are
man's Club, Mr. Adams mid "I Mrs. J. A. Outland and Mrs.
Those from here who plan to
expected to attend. They are:
can't tell you how excited I am Gail Dunn. Also present were
attend are Mrs. Wrather, Mrs.
Calloway County, Christian Coabout this project. This is a Mrs Lucille Ross, Calloway Co-Holmes Dunn, Mrs. Alfred MurItem Harry L Morris
unty, Hopkixisville, Lone Oak,
first in the nation and I am so unty Health Nurse, Mrs. J. W.
dock, Mrs. N. P. Cavitt, Mrs.
Murray
SPACE CENTER, Houston Murray,
University
proud to be a part of it. Thanks Jones, provident, Hazel Woman's
Hollie Alderdice, Mrs. J. A.
(UPI) — Cheers and hugs, kiss- High, Paducah Tilghman, St.
to you and your group for mak- Club, Mrs. Don Keller, presiOutland. Mrs. Lowell Palmer,
es and tears greeted Apollo 9's Mary, and Trigg County.
ing this a reality".
dent, Murray Woman's Club,
Mrs. Virgie Clark, Mrs. Max
Junior high school students
proud space pilots Friday on
The testing program will con- Mrs. Jack Biley, public affairs
Hurt, and Mrs. Jack Kelley,
their return to that "beautiful attending will be from Jaffna
cern school chilch-en from chairman, Murray Club, Mrs.
"The Kentucky Homemakers
and welcome" place called In Paducah, Lone Oak Middle
James E. Garrison, chairman of
grades one through six in all :
Accent on YOU" will be the
' some for
—
10-day spact-Mits- Sehool, Murray University-High,the -IIIirrray and Calloway Co- Kidney Project, Murray, and
theme of this meeting at the
ion that put a summer moon and Trigg County.
unty schools.
representatives of the ten deThe Elm Grove Baptist University of Kentucky. The
Events get 'under way
landing
The testing will be for the partments of the Murray' WoI grasp. within the nation's a. m. with registration andatas- Church is participating in the Homemakers Clubs from thr
detection of six kidney diseaees. man's Club.
"Crusade Of The Americas" re- oughout the state, was known
Astronauts James McDivitt, signment of rooms in Wilson
These diseases are all curable
David R. Scott and Russell L Hall where the tourney is being vival effort. They will begin until last year as the Kentucky
or controllable if found in the
March 16 and continue through Federation of Homemakers.
"Rusty" Schweickart shivered held.
early stages before they beFeatured speakers at the
The firet debate round Malt- March 30. Services each night
In the raw, wintry wind
that ed at 9 a.
come symptomatic. These sympm. and the second of the two weeks is at 7:30 meeting will be Dr. Carl C.
blew out of a leaden gray
sky at 10:30, with
tons usually occur in adulto'clock.
Byers,
former
a
high
school
four
as they stepped from a red,
senior high
hood, however by this time the
SPRING PRODUCTION AT MSU — This rehearsal
Rev. Harry L. Morris of Law- principal and school superinwhite and blue space agency debates scheduled at each time
kidney damage is irreparable
son, Mo., will be the evange- tendent who is now a General teens shows some of the action from the Murray State UMairplane at Ellington Air Force Two junior high debates will
and many time* proves to be
list. He has been pastor and Motors Corporation lecturer, entity spring theatre production,'A View from the Bridge"
Ban.
fatal.
(Continued on Back Page)
evangelist in Missouri for sev- and Prof. Raymond W. "Dutch" by Arthur Miller. Cast members shown (left to right)
are:
But the intensity of the welAbout 100 volunteers will
eral years. Brother Morris was Struck, former professor of Sieve Howard, sophomore drama maker; Ada
1 come they received from
Su* Hutson,,
wives,
participate in this program with
reared near Puryear, Tennessee physical education and director freshman drama and speech nutlet; and Bobby Dodd,
lustier
children, friends and fellow
literally hundreds of school
and his father, brothers, and of athletics at Hanover College drama-speech malor; all from Murray. There are
IS students
spacemen warmed their hearts.
children involved. There will
sisters live in this area.
Four traffic accident reports
in Indiana and now physical east in the two-act production, which Is scheduled March
The crowd of about 200 perbe no cost to the children.
Aubrey Cook, the regular education professor at Pikewere filed by the Murray Police
at 8 p.m. in the university auditorium.
sons who waited for the men
The cost to the club will be Department on Friday
choir director, and Mrs. Bob- vilie College in Kentuck
with iny.
of Apollo at the air base near
21130 per child.
ble Burkeen and Mrs. Mildred
juries to two persons being reDr. Byers will speak to the
the Houston Space Center startThe lasting is being done Wi- ported in one
Lassiter will be at the piane Homemakers group
of the eollisions.
on Thursed non-stop cheering the moder the sponsorship of the Mur- This makes
and organ.
a total of twentyday morbing; March 20, on the
ment they landed at 6:03 p.m.
ray
Woman'
The public is cordially invit- subject, "Communicate
s Club with assist- six accident reports filed for the
for Ur•
MT. A brass band played marance from the Calloway County city of Murray
ed.
derstanding." Prof. Struck's toduring the month
music in the background.
Health Department:
of March.
pic, at the Thursday luncheon,
The Special Education Club
just want you to know
The
Charles Dudley Outland of
will be "Are We Contributing
of Murray State University is coopera Hazel Woman's Club is
there is no place as beautiful
ting in the project, pro- 1663 Ryan Avenue,
Murray, and
selling tickets to the annual viding
to the Solution or Are We a
and welcome as home," Soiree- by United Press International
many volunteer workers. Elizabeth Ann Roberta
Aunt Jemima Pancake Day spon- Also
Part of the Problem?" .
of MurKentucky Baptists Sunday
ickart said.
assistin
g
will
be
the
Coray Route One were injured In
sored by the Murray Civitan
Also featured will be two
The astronauta, who last saw will begin two months of reliunty Parent-Teacher Associa- the accident
at 12:05 p.m. FriClub.
Special sessions on clothing and
borne Feb. 9; flew to Houston gious revivals as the four-year
tion, a number of registered day. Outland
A ticket which is only one dolwas x-rayed by a
Friday from the recovery car Baptist Crusade of the AmeriMarvin Harris of 1640 Olive fashion; a discussion of what
nurses
and
many
others:
Murray
State University's lar, will permit you
doctor and Mrs. Roberts receivon Saturday, Mrs. James Garrison
tier USS Guadalcanal via the cas reaches its peak in the Extended today filed as a can- Homemakers can do to help to, spring theatre
is chair- ed an injury to the right knee,
pioduction, "A March 29, 1969, anytime
British Island of Eleuthera in state....
didate for the office of Callo- day's youth, by Dr. Jerry Mack- View from
from man of this Kidney Project.
the Bridge" by Ar- four a. m. to eight
according to the police report.
the Bahamas and via the Cape.
Religious rallies are planned way County Court Clerk sub- lin, chairman of UK Extension
p.
m.
at
A
meeting
was
held earlier in
thur Miller, will play March 20. either Rudy's
The accident occurred on a
Restaurant or February with Mr. Adams
They changed from Navy hell- for 1,300 of the 1.200 Baptist ject to the primary election in 4-H Youth programs; and a re- 21-22 in the universi
pres- cutoff between North 15th and
ty auditor- Maple Leaf Resaurant
port on the Associated Country
to
coptera to the space agency tur- churches in Kentucky, beginn- May.
eat
ent,
so
that
all concerned could North 16th Streets.
ium.
all the pancakes, country sauOutland,
Harris, son of Mrs. A. R. Har- Women of the World meeting
boprop at Eleuthera, and made ing Sunday in the western part
understand the purpose and driving a
Curtain time for each per- sage and milk or
1964 Chevrolet four
coffee.
a 41-minute refueling stop at of the state and ending March ris and the late Rev. Harris, Is last fall, given by Mrs. James formanc
procedu
re of the testing.
e
is
p.m.
8
door
sedan,
had stopped to pick
Most important though a cer11 in the eastern section.
a salesman for the Murray T. Brookshire, Hardinsburg, dirthe Florida moonport.
At that time Mr. Adams told up
Under the direction of Rob- tain portion of the
his wife, and Mrs. Roberts,
proceeds will the local group they
The crusade began in 1937 Wholesale Grocery Company, a ector of the Southern Region
Their heat-scarred spacecraft,
should
ert
be
Johnson
E.
chairma
,
n
the
of
driving
a 1969 Ford four door
meanwhile, made its way to- and will end next year with a position he has held for the of the National Extension Murray State drama division be contributed to the day care proud to be the first in Kensedan owned by George B. Rob, center for retarded children
Homemakers Council and form
ward Norfolk, Va., aboard the theme, "Christ the Only Hope." past fifteen years.
in tucky to sponsor this project.
the
two-act
play
is one of the Murray, a club spokesman
Prior to this position, he was er president of the Kentucky major
The Kentucky activities are
said. It has later been determined erts, failed to see the Outland
Guadalcanal. It will be flown
shows of the year. Playoar stopped in time to stop and
from there to its birthplace, the In conjunction with rallies a- In the grocery business at Five Homemakers group.
that this project will be the first
hit it in the rear end, the poOther highlights of the meet- ers in the 15-member cast are
North American Rockwell Corp. cross the nation and in 28 other Points for seven years. He was
In
the
nation.
all students at the university
lice report said.
employed by Main Street Motor ing will include a program by
plant in Downey, Calif., for in- countries, involving some
Tests
are
planned
for
March
It is an absorbing drama cen25 Sales
Kentucky
Homemakers
after returning from three the
tensive post-flight analysis.
19 and parents are being given
million followers.
At 12:50 p.m. Cecil Outland
years service with the Para- Chorus, recognition of Kentuc- tered around present day life
of Murray Route One, driving a
troopers in World War 11 in ky's 1968 Master Farm Horn'- in a colony of Italian-American
longshoremen on the Brooklyn
1968 Ford two door hardtop,
makers, and election of a new
Europe.
waterfront. Originally produced
Cottage prayer meetings in
was making a left turn into an
Harris is married to the for- stale vice president and treaon 'Broadway as a one-act play, preparation for the revival at
alley on South Third Street.
mer Dorothy Trevathan, daugh- surer for the organization.
the show has also played in the First Baptist Church March
Gilbert R. Searfos, 1009
ter of Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Tre34-30 will be held on Monday,
London and Paris.
Sharpe Street, driving a 1966
vathan, mu they have two
Tuesday
Theatre
produo.i
, and Friday evenings
ons at Murdaughters, Linda, a junior at
A fashion show will highlight Chevrolet two door hardtop,
ray State are a joiat effort of at 7:30 p. m. next week.
Murray State University, and
Student Nurse Week here at said he didn't see the Outland
the drama division of the tine
Monday meetings will be held
Murray at the Mason Hall Nurs- car stopped and hit the car in
state of Sipo-Soviet relations, Rita, a junior at Murray High
By JOHN SIMS
arts department, Sock and Busk- at the homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Shapiro, Murray aitor- in,
ing Building on Wednesday, the right rear, according to the
this would not suit the Russians School.
the drama society on the A. W. Russell, Stanford Andrus,
police report.
ori PARIS (UPI) — communirt at all."
The candidate is a member ney, has filed for the office of
campus, and Alpha Psi Omega. leader; Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lilly, March 19, at seven p.m.
Damage to the Outland car
ta's land blockage of Soviet
The fashion theme is "CloThe Soviets supply North of the Murray Lions Club. He prosecuting attorney for the national honorary fraterni
ty far Dan Shipley, leader; Mr. and thes
was on the right rear and to
material destined for North Vietnam with most of its
a deacon and associate Sun- city of 'Murray subject to the
Is
Make
the
Nurse
Queen
heavy
studer.ts who excel in drama- Mrs. Graves Hendon, Guy BillIketnam could lead Moscow to equipment — truck,
from 1500-2000". Nursing uni- the Searfos car on the left front
tanks, artil- day School Superintendent at primary election in May.
tics.
ington, leader; Mr. and Mrs.
pressure Hanoi to accept sec- lery, surface-to-air
the First Baptist Church. He
Shapiro
forms
has
will be presented show- end.
been
practici
ng
missiles and
Besides the major product- S. L Horn, G. B. Jones, leadhas served on the Murray City law here since last fall with ofret peace talks with the Allies, some smaller weaponr
ing the fashions from the year
y. Land
ions
each
spring
er;
and
and
fall,
Mr.
and
the
Mrs. Porter
A two can collision occurred
allied sources said today.
fices on South 5th Street.
shipments from the Soviet Un- Council.
university theatre also pro- Holland, James A. Rogers, lead- 1500 ending with a projection at 11:15 a.m. at Main
In his Washington news con- ion to North Vietnam
Harris a graduate of the Murand 13th
The candidate graduated from
of what the fashion will be in
must pas
duces
children
a
theatre
's
show er.
ray Training School in the class the University of Kentucky law
ference Friday, President Nixon through Communist
the year 2000. Also included in Streets.
China.
which
runs three do. each
Meetings on Tuesday will be
Cars involved were a 1964
of 1943 and attended night school in 1963 and has been
Said such secret talks outside
the event will be the latest
school at Murray State Univer with the Department of Re- Jar.uary and student-directed at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Work- styles of sportswear, day and Oldsmobile two door driven by
formal Vietnam peace conDeclines Proposals
one-act plays in 711^.y.
man, Rev. R. A. Shaer, leadsity for three years.
nce eventually would b e
venue since that time.
evening wear supplied by The Jerry G. Swartzell of Hickory
er; Mr. and Mrs. Burman ParkNorth Vietnam so tar has de
Route Two, and a 1961 model
a settlement to the war is
His wife is a registered nurse
Cherry's.
er, Gus Robertson, Jr, leader;
clined U.S. proposals for beand they have two children.
Admission will be fifty cents car driven by Euen Newton of
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Outland,
hind-the-scenes talks in Pans,
Scott, age five, and Cynthia,
and the public is invited to at- Golden Pond Route Two.
Ray Brownfield, leader; Mr. and
apparently because such negoUPolice said Newton, going
age three.
tend.
Soviet Foreign Trade Minis- clone would
Mrs. Owen Billington, H. M.
exclude the Viet
north on 13th Street, stopped
Governo
Nunn
r
has
proclaim
try sources in Moscow reported Cong Hanoi
Perry, leader.
has said
ed March 17-23 as Student at the stop sign at Main, and
Larry Harris will be t h
Ille Chinese had halted all land- ton must recogniz WashingFriday meetings will be at
e
the
Viet
Nurse
Week
to give recognit- then pulled out into Main Street
guest minister at the t.reen
and Russian shipment, to Cong for there
Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles, Rev
to be 'a settle- Plain Church
ion to all nursing students thr- colliding with the Swartzell car
Ilarth Vietnam at the Sino- ment of the
of Christ on SunR.
A. Shaker, leader; Mr. and
war.
oughout the state of Kentucky. going east on Main Street
day, March 16, for the mornOwlet frontier following the
Mrs. C. D. Vinson, Jr., Dr. Ralph
Neither the Viet Cons nor the
Damage was reported to the
Culminating the week of events,
ing
border battle March 2.
worship
service.
Temeneer, leader; Mr. and Mrs.
North Vietnamese had immeThe women of the Oaks
a banquet will be held Friday, left front wheel and fender of
Bro.
Harris,
minister
411
at
BreTerry Lawrence, James E. Hamdiate comment on President
Country Club will., have their
the Newton car, but no damage
Could Force Pressure
March 21. in Lexington.
men, Ga., formerly at Eddy. regular
ilton, leader; Mr. and Mrs.
bridge session on Wedwas noted on the Swartzell car
This, the allied sources said, Nixon's statement Friday that ville. is the son of Mr.
and
Mrs. nesday. March 19, at 9:30
James A. Rogers, . Dr. Ray
on the polke report
toned force the Soviets to pres- he had warned them once on Willis Harris of Mayfield
am.
. He atMoore, leader; Mr. arid M. AlMrs. Billie R. Roberts, phone
CLASS PLANNED
North Vietnam into be- continuing their battlefield of- tended Freed-Hardeman
Col- 753-2259 or 753-8311, is
len Ruse, G. T. Lilly, leader.
The north side of the court
the hosing secret peace talks — fensive and he would not do it lege, Henderson, Tenn.,
and is tess. Members are asked
The public is invited to at- The Red Cross Mother
ething the Communists have again.
to
and square was the scene of the
a graduate of Murray State Unitend these meetings. Dr. H. Baby course will be offered
make reservations by Monday
French sources close to the
refused to do since the formal
to collision at 2:27 p.m.
Curtis Erwin of Glasgow will be prospective parents
noon.
peace talks said the president versity.
Maxine McCants, 1700 West
negotiations began.
who are
He is married and they have
the evangelist and W. R. How. students at Murray State
wr.s giving the Communists an
Uni- Olive Street, Murray, driving
"The Russians have a dual opportunity to de-escalate their two daughters, Beth and Janet.
ard will be the director of mu- versity. Couples who
a 1986 Oldsmobile, was backare
Bro. Robert Usrey will be t,he
n for the pressure," an offensive without losing face by
sic for the revival services ested In attending these inter- ing out from a parking
meter
classes
evening
speaker
at
the
church.
source said. "Firstly, if leaving his threat of an "apMarch 24-30.
should contact the Nursing De- in front of Diuguid's on the
he Chinese continue to block propriate response" open to
partmen
north
t
inside
at
MSU by noon on
of the court square
NOW YOU KNOW
Valtod rimed Ieters*.Waal
Soviet arms shipments, virtual- terpretation.
NOW YOU KNOW
Monday, March 17. Tbe phone And collided with a 1957 ChevWHIT HOUSE CHAT Sen.
ly the only delivery route left
This, the French sources said, by United Press Internat
number
is 782-2193.
rolet going west on Main Street,
Eugene 1140Carthy.
ional
open is round the Cape of Good would allow the offensive
by United Press International
to
according to the police report.
The world's largest piggery is by United Press International
former Contender for the
Elope.
slacken and allow secret talks believed to
From
the
time
it was opened
Partly cloudy today, high in Democratic presidential nom;
The Chevrolet was driven by
be the Mellersta
"Secondly, the Chinese action to open without giving the apin 193i until it was closed in
ONE CITED
the 40s. Mostly clear tonight inatk.lt, whisper
Bobby Jefferson Hodges of
s into
might force the North Vietna- pearance that the Communists Sveriges Lantbnits Aktiebolaget and
1962
the
federal prison on AlMuetay Route Six and was darnSunday. Low tonight in dent isinton'n ear during
mese to rely more on China for had buckled under the Ameri- at Tornby, Sweden, with an an- the
re- catraz Island in San Francisc
One person was cited by the aged on the right front fender.
202. A little ',firmer Sun- ception Mr mi,mbern
o
nual production of more than
arms shipments In the current can warning.
of
ConBay
had
23 escape attempts — Murray Police Department for Damage to the Oldsmobile WU
day
5,000 pigs.
gremm it 'the White- House. none of
them successful.
speeding on Friday.
on the rear end.
•
,
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THE LEDGER ft TIMES Ten Years Ago Today

PUSLISNED by LEDGE= • TOMS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
LILDGILAA TIMES FELS
OonsolidaUon af tbs Murray Ledger. The Calloway new Mid
The Tlisia•-lieraid. October 30. 1930, and the We taatuakile.
Pins have been reported at the home of Baxter
January 1. 1942.
163 N. Si fintheit. Murray. Resta*/ Oen
Bilbrey, at Stall's Grocery, and at Oeurin Concrete Products Company.
JAMBI C. WILLLtMS. PUBLISHER
Births reported today are a. son to Mr. and kira.
We reserve the right to reject asiy AdverUstrig. Letters to ths HiStar. Tommy Walker
of Nashville, Tenn., and a daughter to
air Piesit Voice irons whbch, in our ottuxion. are not foe the best
Mr. and Mrs. Patil Purvis of Albany, Cis.
Miluist se out reationt.
Mrs Stub Wilson is in charge of the fashion abow,
NATIONAL B12111=121TA7IVILS: WALLACE IHMILER CO., AM "Colleens on Parade", to be presented
by the Mule
Machu" Ana, Manwhaa. Tana; Time ar Lite 111dg. New Tort. N.Y..
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. *Ma In an
Stephenson Ma. Deuult. Michannual event on the third Tuesday of March each yew.
Entered at the Post Office Murray, Kicaltack3. for immanent
Miss Nancy Thompson and the FHA girls will preas
Second Class Matter
sent a style show at the meeting of the Hazel PTA ID
SUBSCRIPTION RATNIB. By Carrier In Murray, per week Mc, per March 19.
iamb $1.1o. In Calloway and adjoining amuses. per year.
Zones 1 & 2. e1100; =nowhere $13.00. All rvice subserLptions
$6.00.
"The Ossiatamilthig Pete Asset af a Casimanalty is the
laSegrity et Ss Newegapar"

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

TV

SATURDAY — MARCH 15. len

CAMEOS: Linda Kay

Almanac

Linda Got the Job in Spite of Her Pop

Sy MIL 1111/9119
=Mgt& might be a quick tendency to look
at the medal of -Petticoat Junction," the CBS
Trer than hiseasies In its sixth season, note
that Ulna Kaye Is the 4aUghter of Paul Henning, wise created the dim and mutter "Hah!
Nepotism!'
Anyone thinking that way couldn't be more
wrong. The fair Miss Kays, who looks like a
younger and prettier version of her idol, Julie
Harris, got into -Petticoat" in SPITE of her
father.
"If anything, my father leaned over backward so as not to be accused of helping my
career," Lhada says with a smile, "and actually
it was Bea Denaderet, the star of 'Petticoat.'
who urged him to test me for the part of
Betty Jo."
licudierlilleiewhat dubiously went along with
the gelepleMerl "but even then, he never told
me whether I got the Job or not. I had made
John T. Lassiter was elected president of the
two quick tripe down from college (San Fermay County Farm Bureau, Randall B. Patterson is vie,- nando Valley State) in the same day, to do the
test, and it wasn't until days later that someprdent and B. H. Dixon is secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. Mary Warren, age 54, formerly of Calloway body, I forget who, said 'Hey, come in for pictures—you're Betty Jo.'"
County, died in San Bernardina, California.
• • • •
Births reported today are a son to Mr. and Mrs. "PETTICOAT" has provided
not only a pretty
Baron Palmer on March 8 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. L. good living but also a springboard for
Ms
Kaye,
who has appeared in various legit sham
X. Nubia an March 14.
in
the Far West, including "Enter Lp"
The biome( Mr. and Mrs. Lee Reaves of near Limo
was demboyed by Bre last week. Nothing was illiusd and -Cirmeratka- and "The Sound at Made." The
rigs sail loved most to date hat.belm that et
lira *saves abo had $400 in money to burn.
Billy Iligalow's daughter—the Basiddlabm
Part
short-folk call it—in "Carousel," which is her
favorite musical.
The leaning toward show bit is natural
enough for Linda. Her mother, the former Ruth
Barth, was a radio actress who used to appear
LEDGER A YESES FILE
in "The Road of '.,de," and her father, of course,
The REA Administrator announced this week that wrote and prodL -Yed "The Beverly Hillbillies,"
Western Kentucky Rural Electrification Corporation after a long strei .h as a. writer for Burns and
Allen and writer-producer for the old Bob Cumwould begin work at once on the $219,000 project In mings show
on TV.
Callowa,y, Graves, Fulton, and Marshall Counties.
"Actually, I've always been gung-ho for the
Deaths reported this week are John Benjamin Mor- legitimate theater, rather than TV or movies,"
Giving one's all for her art, Linda Kaye is sal&
ris, Perry Douglas Williams, age 74, Mrs. Mary Brown Miss Kaye says, "and that's where I hope to hit
deep in water in a "Petticoat Junction" mese
it
big
one
day.
What
I'd
like
to attain is the
Mathis, age 84, Mrs. L F. Lawrence, age 74, Edward
kind of respect within the trade that Julie club act and when she
James, age 71, Mrs. Willie Mae Newport, age 38, Van
travels to fairs, telethotu
Harris has. Or, you might call it 'class.'"
and the like for personal appearances, Mike
Rye, age 74, and Mrs. Ada Christenberry, age 76.
• • • •
.
sticks as close by as possible
The. Eederated Woman'srClub of Murray voted to
ORIGINALLY she planned to become a bal-Those fairs, incidentally, are just great for
build a new club house on the lot on Vine Street do- lerina and to that end she appeared for three
the ego," Linda says. "Kids come up and ad
nated by the daughter: of,the late Mr. and Mrs. N. B. years with the San Fernando Civic Ballet and
miringly say 'Are you REALLY Betty Jo"'
Barnett of Murray, Mrs. Adrian McClure, Mrs. Will Ful- for five with the Bart Privet Youth Ballet. But and I eat it up. It's kind of a letdown to g
at 17, she says, "I diacovered I was an all-around
back
to Los Angeles, where actors are a dim
ton, and Mrs. Maud Schmidt. Mrs. Joe Lovett is preel- ham.
I have to be in everything."
a dozen and nobody turns his head to look a
dent of the Murray dub.
A year and a half or so ago. Betty Jo was even an Ava Gardner."
Mr. and Mrs. W F Cooper of Hazel celebrated their married on "Petticoat" to the crop-dusting
Nepotism, then, didn't get Linda her Jo
golden wedding anniversary at their home on March 16, pilot whose plane had crashed near the locale
but she believes in it firmly. Working In he
of the program—and Just six months ago.
pa's show, alongside the man she's married to,
Linda married Mike Minor, who plays that _is groovy "It just
makes it so, well, pleasant
pilot. The two of them are working out a nightto work w,-n those you love,' she says happil!
Distributed by King Feature. Syndicate
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Wheels Of Justice
Turn Slowly At Times
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James Earl Ray at. in a osB at the stets
penitaitiary, sessissmid to Ce yore ilia phoding
guilty to the =maw of Dr.Media Luther Dog.
The calsbratistiVIIKajilliMbd
to his capture io Landoll and bit long innffessatatin
in the Shelby County jail under eiborate security
isassures came to an abrupt end at a brief trial
Monday.
And so a confessed killer, who came to
Tennenee to do his cowardly chore of drawing a
bead an an unarmed man from the bathroom
window of a cheap boarding house, haws the
sound of a cell door slamming him into oblivion.
James Earl Ray has been in an out of jails and
prisons all his life, so this is no new experience for
him. By his confession, he was spared the ordeal of
a triakand aliowaLtp_exeep quietly into his 6x9_
tat
Whether James Earl Ray committed his crime
on his on initiative or not may never be known.
His lawyer and the prosecution denied the
potability of a o.nspiracy, but the Internal
Security Subcommittee of the US. Senate has
akeady launched an investigation to determine
whether or not he was in it alone.
skr
As we conteloplste the fate of James Earl Ray,
it is interesting to compere his lack of a legal ordeal
to that which Pueblo skipper Lloyd M. Bucher is
being put through.
To cowardly slime like James Earl Ray, one jail
cell is like any one of dozens of others he has spent
his adult life in, and by a legal maneuver he is
spared a long courtroom battle with all its
on
examinations and mental anguish. He apparently
took this route for one reason and one reason
alone: he -was promised his life in a jail cell rather
than death in the electric char.
Commander Bucher is fighting for his life in a
way, under severe court room examination by the
highest bran of the US. Navy. We would not
venture to my whether what he did was right or
wrong, but we believe him to be a decent human
being and that if what he did was wrong in the eyes
of his peers, it was an error in judgement rather
than by design.
On the one hand a bush whacker like Ray gets
his wish to evade a trial and become a ward of the
taxpayers of Tennessee, and on the other a decent
citizen in the serve of his country is put through
the living hell of a Navy inquiry for what he says
was an ad to save his new.
The wheels of justice turn slowly sometimes,
but eventually justice is done in nearly every case.
Only the future will tell the ultimate determination
of these two unique cases.
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—Mark 1:21.
If God is pleased with His Son, and if the sinner IS
pleased with the Son, then God and the sinner can be
reconciled through the Lord Jesus Christ.

by United Press Internetieno
Today is Saturday, March 13,
the 74th day of 1989 with 391 to
follow.
The moon is between its las
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Van&
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
Ia 1092, New York became
the first ,state to authorize vet
lag machines
In 1918, Gen. John J Fent
lag was given command of 12,.
MO soldiers and ordered to promid to Mexico to capture it
rolutionary Pancho Villa.
In 1939, Nazi German troop*
occupied what remained of
Czechoslovakia after the Treaty
of Munich.
In 1953, Russian Premier Ma
lenkov said international disputes could be settled by peaceful means. A thought for the day —
Ralph Waldo Emerson said,
"Friend may well be reckoned
the masterpiece of nature." #

Early Youngblood
Rites aturday
The funeral for Early E.
Youngblood, retired merchant
of Coldwater, will be held Saturday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max H. Churchill Fuoq
eral Home.
Bro. L H. Pogue and Bro.
Coleman Crocker will officiate
Grandsons will be serving as
pallbearers. Burial will be in
the Coldwater Church of Christ
cemetery with the arrange
ments by the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friend'
may call.
Mr. Youngblood. age 80, diet
Wednesday at the Meadowview.
Retirement Home.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mesdames Clellon Sanders, Harlon Black, Harmon Roach, and
John Baker; two sons, Tar
and Ted Youngblood; half ma
ter, Mn. Willie Smith; two bro
then, Edgar and Layton Young, ,
blood; half brot:ier, Bryn
Youngblood; thirteen grant
children; ten great grandclul
dren.
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By CARS N. MADOEN, CHIlI EC.ONIONIST
Chamber el Creasinerce of the United Brae
GETTING MOSE PAY, 9411 ENJOYING IT LESS PeoPiel" moneypay is going up, but rising prices eat into money gains. This
is a familiar happening during -cost-push inflations Wage
gains are outrunning productivity Average hourly compensation including Social Security and other employee benefits in private induatry roar 75 per rent last year, rompared with 011 per cent in 1967 and an average of about 5
per cent annually between 1047 and 1966. But our ability to
produce is not rising so fwd. Last year output per man-hour
for all persons in the private economy rose 3 3 per cent
matching exactly the long-term average Result The cost
of labor per unit of output itax been rising, and last year
r.Ae 4 v•rcent Thu- is one reason why prices rise and eat
into vour-higher pay
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ures he Is being framed via a
suit brought against him by a

Channing,Bailey,Hope And
Williams In TV Specials
By JACK GAYER

woman lawyer in behalf of her
money-hungry boy friend.
"The CBS Friday Night MovLas are guests on Carol Bur- ies" screens "Stalag 17," starring William Holden and Don
nett's CBS Hour.
Taylor.
4IBC preempts "Star Trek"
TUESDAY
for a one-hour special, "HollyNBC preempts Jerry Lewis' wood; The Selznick Years," a
nour for a musical comedy com- look at the career of late promentary on clothing styles of,ducer David 0. Selznick as told
the past, present and future.'by stars who worked for him.
Carl Reiner and Michele Lee
SATURDAY
star in "The Wonderful World
of Pizzazz."
CBS telecasts the championMery Griffen is the guest on
ship game of the NIT college
Red Skelton's CBS show.
tourney from New
"NBC Tuesday Night at the basketball
Movies" screens "The Young York.
NBC begins a doubleheader
Warriors," starring James Drubroadcast of the consolation and
ry.
ABC's "That's Life" has"Ha- championship games of the NC AA
ppy Anniversary." Gloria sus- basketball tourney in Louisville.
pects her husband is interested "ABC's Wide World ofSports"
In another woman and upsets a has the international bikini sporsurprise anniversary party.Shel- ts competition in Rosarito Beach,
ley Winters, Kay Medford an Mexico, and the international
Shelley Berman have roles.

Bake Sale Planned
By Tri Hi Y aub
The Murray High School Tri
Hi Y Club will have a bake
sale Saturday, March 15, from
11 am, to two p.m. in front of
Diuguid's Furniture Store Gib
the north side of the COUrr

India Optimistic
the most preferred country in
NEW YORK UPI - Carol CitaOir Tourism
Europe for American tourists.
, Pearl Bailey, Bob Hope
NEW DELHI (UPI / —TourAndy Williams will appear
lc UM*.
ism officials anticipate that theregco Comfort
Proceeds from the sale will
number of foreign tourists to NEW YORK UPI/ — Pan In variety specials on television
go toward paying the expenses
India annually will reach 6 American World Airways wanta networks during the week,
CPS and NBC will broadcast
million by 1973 In 1961, there passengers to be sitting pretty
to the Kentucky Youth Assembr%
were 2 3 million foreign tour- on its new 362-passenger Boe- games of two college basketball
ly at Frankfort in April,
ists to India.
ing 747 Superjets. Pan Am has tournaments March 16, 20, and
placed a $493,000 order with a 22.
loge championship at Lake PlaHighlight March 16-22:
New York textile firm to supcid, N. Y.
Popular Switzerland
ply 25.000 yards of a special,
Jackie Gleason's CBS hour feNEW YORK (UPI) — The lightweight and highly durable
SUNDAY
atures one of the new short.
Swiss National Tourist Office upholstery
material
for the
"Honeymooners" episodes, the
says Switzerland ranks first KAI jumbo Jets seats.
Secretary of Interior Walter
Nortons move in with the KramJ. Nickel will be interviewed
dens because of the new paint
on ABC's "Issues and Answers."
odor in their apartment. Other
CBS will telecast a first round
entertainment is offered by Tiny
game of college basketball's NatTim, Wally Cox and Slappy White.
ional Invitational Tournament in
"NBC Saturday Night at the
New York.
Movies" screens "Thellisilts,"
Los Angeles and Boston appear
starring Clark Gable and Marilys
In the National Basketball AssocMonroe,
iation game on ABC,
Minnesota and St. Louis are
in the National Hockey League
WEDNESDAY
game on CBS.
"NBC Experiment' in TeleviJim Nabors, Bobbie Gentry
sion" offers "The New Communicators," exploring new uses and Mason Williams are guests
by media of movie film, still on "The Glen Campbell GoodNext Door to Holiday Inn
time Hour" for CBS,
753-364)
photography and audio tape.
Another Bob Hope comedy-var"The 21st Century" on CBS
has the first half of a two-part iety special on NBC preempting
"What Are We Doing To Our "Kraft Music Hall," employs
World," which examines the way the talents of Cyd.Charisse, Ray
technology is altering our en- Charles, Jimmy Durante and
Nancy Sinatra.
vironment.
"Carol Charming and Pearl "The ABC Wednesday Night
Bailey on Broadway" is a one- Movie " screens "The Pumpkin
hour special with these two stage Eater," starring Anne Bancroft
musical stars on ABC, preempt- and James Mason.
"Andy's Love Concert" is a
ing "The FBI."
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour tea- one-hour special starring Andy
hires country and western voca- Williams on NBC, preempting
WE WILL BE CLOSED . . .
lists Ch et Atkins, Floyd Cramer "The Outsider." Featured are
11:00
From
a.m. to 1:09 p.m. for Church Hour
guitarist
vocalist
FeliciJose
and Boots Randolph and singer
ano, Scottish folk singer DonoEd Ames.
The ABC Sunday Night Mold van, Ike and Tina Turner's rescreens "Houseboat," starring vue, the Smothers Brothers and
Cary Grant and Sophia Loren. comedian George Carl,
,
,
NBC preempts "My Friend
;
THURSDAY
;
Tony" for a one-hour news sp
clal, "Russia in the Mediterures a ... 1
i
One of the semi-final games
ranean," dealing with the chang:19, 3:15, 710• 9:15
_
ing balance of power in that area. of the NCAA college basketball
championship tournament will be
4
telecast from Louisville, Ky. by
MONDAY
NBC preempting "Daniel Boone"
and "Ironside."
Sammy Davis Jr. is the guest "The Jonathan Winters Show"
on "Rowan and Martin's Laugh on CPS employs Jane Powell,
In for NBC.
Mel Torme and Paul Lynde.
ABC preempts "The Out
"The CBS Thursday night Movts" and "The Big Valley" for ies" screens "Paris when it
a two hour documentary special, Sizzles, starring Aladrey Hepbu"Three Young Americans in Sea- rn and William Holden.
rob of Survival." Actor Paul
Newman narrates this examinaFRIDAY
ontv pri.on
tion of the work of several perRAY'S NEW tome This is the .maximum
.top i and cell at the Tennesit4 State Prison in Nashville
sons in conservation, ghetto and
"This is Tom Jones" on ABC
that- was to be assigned to James Earl Ray 'inset who
marine life areas.
has as guests "Mama Cass"
SUGGIESTCD IOn kW trOf OW94,
1,t 5 ::: =maw men me sms ini
.mio
"NBC Monday Night at the Elliott and Spanish singer Massi. I
pleaded guilty to the isarisatnation of Negro civil. rights
I
leader Rev Martin Luther Wing April 4. leilft in Memphis
Movies" screens "Rope of Sa- el."
Reserved Performance Tickets Now On
Rar, 41 VV:1 .entenced to AA years. will ric eligible for
nd," starring Burt Lancaster
Sale!:
NBC's "The Name of the Ga- 1
parole- in 30 years
and Corrine Calvet.
me" has "An Agent for the
ADM.: . ADULTS 1.75
Martha Raye and Mike Dow- Plaintiff" Publisher Howar,ifig-

MURRAY MOBILE HOMES

Luxurious Living at Economy Prices

Holland Drug

WILL BE OPEN THIS SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs

200

•

Bible Thoughtfor Today

ti

250
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30YearsAgoThisWeek

And there mute a voice from heaven, saying, Theis
art my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.

5

-FPea
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TILGHMAN BALLARD, ADVANCE TO FINALS

Almanac
by United Press Internatiensi
Today is Saturday, March 15
the 74th day of 1989 with 291 to
rollow.
The moon is between its last
guarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Mr riury, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Ven&
ind Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1802, New York became
he first state to authorize votive machines.
In 1916, Gen. John J. Persh•
ng was given command of 12„.
030 'Adler' and ordered t3 pre
esd to Mexico to capture re
olutionary Peach° Villa.
In 1939, Nazi German troop*
ecupied what remained of
nischoslovakla after the Treaty
•f Munich.
In 1983, Russian Premier Maenkov said international dis•utes could be settled by peace
ul means. A thought for the day —
talph Waldo Emerson said,
Friend may well be reckoned
he masterpiece of nature."

'Rabbit Ball„ Is Being
• Tried In Exhibition Play

North Marshall, Mayfield
Eliminated From Tourney

San Diego Padres.
The Seattle Pilots won a doubleBy Gene MeCuteheen
header Thursday. Their first
al fouls while North Marshall
The Bailerd Memoriod Bomb was
In an attempt to restore some team rallied for three runs off
charged with 21.
ers and the Paducah Tilghman
bounce to the game's sputtering Hoyt Wilhelm in the eighth inn*
The
nightcap between the
Tornado
both
advance
to
the
and
a 7-6 decision over the Angels
Offense, a "rabbit" ball with 10
final of the First Region Baa Mayfield Cardinals and the Paigr cent more recoil Is being and their B squad trippedan Oakketball Tournament last night ducah Tilghman Tornado heel
"rested during a few exhibition land unit 3-2.
with victories over the North to be the best game played s3
Cleveland and Washington congames. Known as 1-X the ball
Marshall Jets and the Mayfield far in the tournament as both
has a new rubber core that stm- tinued on their current streaks,
teams had fantastic field goai
Cardinals respectively.
the
Indians
stretching
their winnposedly enables it to travel farThe Bombers and the Torna- percentages--Tilghman hit 28
ing
string
to four games with a
ther.
do will clash tonight at 8:00 of 47 attempts for 50,8% and
7-0 shutout over the Chicago Cubs
p.m. at the Murray State Sports the Cardinals hit 2? of 48 for
The experimental ball was tr- and the Senators dropping their
Arena and the winner will gala 58.3%—.and neither team could
ied for the first time Thursday seventh in a row by a 3-2 count
a berth in the Kentucky State gain a subsatantial lead on the
and resulted in a quick killing to Baltimore.
High School Basketball Tour- other until the final four minWhen a pack of Tigers pounced
nament to be held in Louisville utes of play when the Tornado
* the defenseless rabbit. Aided
Cleveland Shutout
pulled out front by seven, 65March 2e3 through 29.
Sy three home rs, t double
Yogi Trice and Ronnie Yates 56.
and a triple, the Detroit Tigers
Mike Paul, Vicente Romo and
dropped in a jump shot apiece
Mayfield grabbed off the
beat the Nee Teat Hits 7-4 at Ed Farmer combined for the
to put the Bombers in front 4-0
opening Up in the game and
Lakeland, Fli.Cleveland shutout, allowing the
with 6:28 to go in the first
Jerry Sanders was fouled by
"I definitely think it's good," Cubs five hits, while Tony Horton
quarter of the opening game. Tilghman's
Stan Hall with 7:48
and Max Alvis drove in three
North Marshall came back and
to go in the frame. Sanders
The funeral for Early F..
said baseball commissioner Bo- runs each for the Indians. Rookie
jumped into the lead, 7-6, with dropped
Youngblood, retired merchant
in two shots from the
win-Kuhn, one of the 1,143 spectat- Bob Floyd's sixth-Inning
4:54 remaining in the period on
single
free throw line and the Cardiof Coldwater, will be held Satprovided the winning margin for
a
jump
shot
Albert
by
Beth.
ras
s at the game. tn fact, Kuhn
nals were in front, 2-0. Mayfield
urday at two p.m. at the chapel
Baltimore, which also got ahomThe Jets held onto the lead held onto the lead for the next
so satisfied he took off for
of the Max H. Churchill Funint
er from Don Buford.,
for
rest
the
of
quarter
the
and
3 minutes of play until Ronnie
thowdx, Ariz., and another deera] Home.
In othercamps, Bill Sudalds
went into the second stanza Lee sank a jump shot
to tie
monstration of 1-X in today's
Bro. L H. Pogue and Bro
holding a 19-18 advantage over the score at 7 all with 4:48
singled across Tom Hutton in
left
game between the California AnColeman Crocker will officiate
the 10th inning to give the Los
,the Bombers.
in the quarter.
and San Francisco Giants.
Grandsons will be serving as
The second period was a close The two teams swapped basAngeles Dodgers a 6-5 triumph
pallbearers. Burial will be in
. contest as Ballard tied the score kets for the rest of the period
over the Boston Red Sox; Joe
Staff Photo by GoroCutchoon
the Coldwater Church of Christ
18 Hits
at 24 all on a jumper by Trice and the horn sounded with the
Keough had four hits and Luis
cemetery with the errangewith 5:35 left in the half and Tornado in front, 19-18.
Alcaraz drove in three runs in Driving around North Marshall's Steve Da
(35) is
ments by the Max H. Churchill
Detroit exploded for six runs
highlighting a 7-1 Kansas City Randy Allen of Ballard Memorial. Watching from the, Steve Davis put the Jets back Ronnie Rose dropped in seven
Funeral Home where friends
in the fourth inning off Mets'
Into the leed, 25-24 with a lay- points for Tilghman in the sevictory over the New York Yan- rear is Jim Johnston (25) of the Jets-.
•-•
_Raft Photo by Gene MoCutabratin
may call.
-Starter DCartnrell, with Dick
seconds later.
kees; St. Louis beat Philadelphia
cond frame and the Tornado
Mr. Youngblood, age 80, died
cAuliffe, Norm Cash and Gates
Jack
Fisher
(24)
cf
the
.
Cardinals
Ballard
regained
had to look quickly
the
lead,
2754 as Mike Salmon doubled
led by two, 36 to 34 at halfWednesday at the Meadowviewe
Wanda Nance
il)rown all hitting homers into a
528. 28.; when Ronnie tipped in a
to see Paducah Tilghman's Ronnie Lee (21) make this
twice
time.
and
singled
and
Vada
PinBobbie
Retirement Home.
Garrison
509 reb'ound with 4:03 remaining in
strong wind from right field. The
shot in the nightcap of the First Region Tournament
Tilghman held on to their
son tripled and homered; rookie
Mildred Hodge
Survivors are four daughters,
507 the half and the Bombers were
two clubs combined for 18 hits.
last
night.
lead
for
the
first
utfielder
four
mitutes
Chuck
Manuel
singled
High Ind. 3 Games WHC
Mesdames Clellon Sanders, liaread by three, 37-34 at half- of the third stanza but with 4:04
San Francisco got into a fes- cross the winning run in the
Wanda Nance
on Black, Harmon Roach, and
616 time.
lik
omen made thcir, last dr
to play in the (neuter ldayfield's
I fie
tive mood for the rabbit ball one 10th inning for a 3-2 Minnesota
J ails
1),,,,,i,•,.(„ ,i,
Nancy Rogers
John Baker; two sons, TSS
606
North Marshall could not con- David Fowler popped the net Peasame in the OlYmPk
day early as National League triumph °ye. nincinnati; I3ob HalAnna Flood
Gam"
nid Ted Youngblood; half its
I
111111,N
(net lroe tin
599 tain the rampaging Bombers
return
in
1912.
on
a
jump
shot
to
tie
the
score
dome run &tampion Willie Mc- ey and John
teman hit backSplits Converted
ter, Mrs. Willie Smith; two bro
biggen tive.gate in boxing hi,ti•
MAGIC-Titl LIAGUE
in the third period and Ballard at 42 all. The rest of the framg
Covey signed a two-year contract to-back homers as the Montreal
Estelle Ezell
• KnY Sienna was the flint ry, re( eipts totalling 32.6 mine .11
:hers, Edgar and Layton Young
4-8-10 built their advantage up
Week ef March 11, 1%9
was
to
a
10
see-sa
w battle as both American •Ienatnue
eistimated at $85,000 peryear Expos walloped the Houston As- Teem
good; half bronier, Briar.
5-7 & 4-3-7 points, 53-43, with
rookie of the and attendance 104,943.
W. L Toni Hopson
2:47 remain- teams pumped in eight points veer in 1949.
and Willie Mays ripped a 430-tros 8-2; and the Chicago White Joirapon's Grocery
Mildred Hodge ____ 2-7 & 2-7
Youngblood; thirteen grand
86
ing
in
18
the
quarter..
to
make
The
Jets
the score at the start re
depot
three-run
double
give
Marilyn
to
Sox
Parks
handed
Atlanta
:hildren; ten great grandchill
3-10 were trailing- by nine
4-1 loss as Rowland Refrig.
65 39
points, of the fourth period 50 to 50.
lite Giants a 4-1 victory over theCarlos May drove in three runs,
iron.
2-7 57.48 at the start of
Besity School 84 40 Betty Dixon
the DatI Tilghman got hot in the final
Hilda
Jackson
2-7 period.
111Wsay -Beauty Salon 59 48
stanza and it looked like they
Anna Mae Owen
4-5
Jerry's
57 47
Ballard held and eleven point had the game on ice but mid3-7 lead, their largest
Beak of Murray
51 53 Casol Hill
of the night, way in the quarter the Cardi5-10 with 8:08 to go
Owen Food Market 46 58 Lincla Clifford
in the game and nals had come back and narPam Crouse
4-8
&
3-5-74
Country Kitchen
39 05
rowed the gap to four points,
the score 61-50.
High Ind Averages
The Murray High School
Carroll Volkswagen 20;,-75
North Marshall used a full 6480.
Bobbie Garrison
180
• Y Club will have a baba
Clifford's Gulf
14 90
Tilghman slowed the game
court press for the rest of the
Mildred Hodge
159 game
iale Saturday, March 15, from
High Team Game WHC
in an attempt to still the down at this point and the
Marilyn Parks
158
11 am. to two p.m. in front of
Esell Beauty School
998 Wanda Nance
fast moving Bombers but their Cardinals, desperately needing
155
Diuguid's Furniture Stol
,
l
983 LaVaughn
effort failed and Ballard went the ball, committed seven perety United Press International 69 in the East, at College Park, Country Kitchen
Latimer
Private Dining Room
154
Murray Beauty Salon
the north side of the
sonal fouls in the last two min954 Betty Dixon
home with a 76 to 70 victory.
Md.; Marquette surprised Ken152
(Call
For Reservations)
quare.
High Term 3 Games WHC
utes
of
the
North
game
Marshall's Herman
.
and the TorHe wasn't willing - earlier in tucky 81-74 and Purdue thumped Ezell
152
Proceeds from the sale waE
, A. M. to 10 P. M. J.
Beauty School ____ 2898 Katherine Lax
7 day
Harrington led ill scorers with nado built their lead to 10
elaborate
week-to
the
his
•
on
new
Isabel
III • Miami
Parks
of
Ohio
91-71
in
the
Mid- Johnson's Grocery
142
go toward paying the MIMMI,
points,
2813
77 to 67, by the time the
24 points on 7 of 12 attempts
&San to hande the slowdown game west, at Madison, Wis.; and Dra- Murray Beauty
Joye Rowland
142
to the Kentucky Youth Asealalla
Se/on
2785
from the field and a perfect final horn sounded.
being thrown successfully at his ke humbled Texas A & 14 81Mildred Hodge, Sec.
High Ind. Game Scratch
ly at Frankfort in April.
u
The main deciding factor in
10 of 10 at the free throw line.
top - ranked UCLA Bruins, but 63 and Colorado State downed Anna Flood
6.
201
Others scoring in double fig- the game was Tilghman's tre2ohn Wooden was more talkative Colorado 64-56 in the Midwest, Mildred Hodge
mendous 21 of 23 free throw
185
ures
for
the
Jets
ALMO
were
age championship at Lake Plait
Steve
DEFEATS
Thursday night.
KIRKSET
at Manhattan, Kan.
Wanda Nance
182
Davis with 14 points and Beth attempts for an average of 91.3
id, N.Y.
"It mine down to having the
All four regional games are
High Ind. Game WHC
The Almo PTA men's and wo- and Jim Johnston with 10 a- per cent. Mayfield hit 13 of 19
Jackie Gleason's CPS hour fei,
patience to take advantage of set for Saturday, with the winn- Anna Flood
from the free throw line for
241 men's basketball
Lures one of the new short*
teams defeat- piece.
ihe opposition's mistakes -that's ers going to Louisville, Ky., Judy Jones
217 ed the Kirksey
All five Ballard starters hit in 68.4 per cent.
Honeymooners" episodes; the
teams
in
the secret of beating this style March 20 and 22 for the national Wanda White
Tilghman placed five men in
215 games played
ortons move in with the Kramat Almo Monday double figures with Trice leadHigh Ind. 3 Game Scratch
of game," Wooden said after championships.
ing the pack with 18 points fol- double figures—Stan Hall hit
night.
ens because of the new paint
his team rallied from a 2147
Chris Dempsey and Terry On
Almo teams will play the lowed by Doug Garret and Ran- 19, Elmer Jackson, Terry Garfor in their apartment. Other
halftime lead to defeat New Mex- Brien each made two free throws and 77-76 in the final minute,
teems
from University School dy Allen with 18 each, Yates rett and Ronnie Rose pumped
but
Decimon
Lee
atertainment is offered by Tiny
hit a hook shot
ico State 53-38 in the Western in the last 90 seconds to give
at
Almo
on Friday, March 21, with 15 and John Fulford with in 16 points each and Ron Lee
im, Wally Cox and Slappy White.
:egional tournament.
the fourth-ranked Broncos the and a fast-break lay-up to save at seven
added 10.
11.
p. m.
the verdict.
"NBC Saturday Night at the
Lev Alcindor, despite being victory.
High scorer for the game was
Both
shot
well
from
the
field
Rick Mount hit 32 points in
ovies" screens "The Misfits,"
Jurrounded by as many as four
Mike Maloy hit 35 points in
— the Bombers hit 29 of 57 Mayfield's Jerry Sanders with
tarring Clark Gable and atarllye
leggies throughout the evening, Davidson's
triumph over St. Purdue's conquest of Miami, but
for a 50.9 per cent average and 21 points. Freshman guard Joe
oilmen
scored 16 points to lead both John's. His dribbling, passing, the Boilermakers lost center
Joe Toms defended los world North Marshall hit 25 of 51 Ford added 15 for the CardiChuck
Davis
for
the
rest of the heat weight title niore
'beams in scoring.
stealing and scoring led St. Jothan an field goal attempts for an aver- nals and teammate David Fowler was close behind with 14.
UCLA plays Santa Clara, 63- hn's coach Lou Carnesecca to NCAA competition, Davis' col- other he,oN weight
27 times. age of 49 per cent.
• it
•
Tilghman held a big edge in
59 overtime victor over Weber say of the Wildcat star: "He larbone was separated from the
North hit 20 of 26 free throw
breastbone during the game.
State, in the regional finals Sat- was just unbelievable."
I b,- National liockrN• I +woe attempts to average 78.9 per rebounds, 32 to 15, and the
Kentucky, winch hoped to have K S organized
Tornado had 17 fouls charged
urday afternoon on national ten; North
led by Charlie
in %intend on cent and the Bombers hit only
'vision.
Scott's 22
Carolina,
18 of 28 from the gratis stripe against them while Mayfield
points, barely held off a home-court advantage in the N ov. 22, 1917.
picked up 15.
• * *
In the three other regional Duquesne after holding a comfor- finals next week, was sidelined
for 643 per cent.
tenrneys Thursday, North Caro- table 14-point lead with 12 minutes by a Marquette team out for reBallard pulled down 28 re753-3640
The 1969 British ()pen will
lina edged Duquesne 79-78 and to play. The Dukes closed the venge for a Kentucky victor a begin July 9 at Southport. bounds to the Jets 18 and the North Marshall 19 34 48 — 70
Bombers collected 17 person- Ballard Memorial 16 37 57 — 78
Davidson defeated St. John's 79- margin to one point twice 75-74 year ago.
England.
North Marshall (70) — Beth
10, S. Daivs 14, Faith 8, liar
rington 24, Johnston 10, G. Davis, Barrett 2, Hughes 2, Smith.
Ballard (76) — Trice 18, Ful•
ford 11, Yates 15, Garrett 16,
Allen 16, Curtis.
CAN YELL I'M RETURNING
TWO HUNDRED AND FORTh?
18 34 50— 67
7140tiSAND MILES 114ROV6N SPACE
BECAUSE I'M FACING 114E OTIER AV' Mayfield
Tilghman
19 36 50 — 77
-re
Mayfield (67) — Sanders 21,
ry
Pitman 5, Fisher 8, Fowler 14,
CLOSED . .
13, Walker 4, Venable,
p.m. for Church Hour
Brown.
Tilghman (77) — Lee 10, Rose
16, Garrett 16, Hall 19, Jackson
16.
•
By MARTIN LADER
UPI Sports Writer

Early Youngblood
Rites Saturday

t

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Bake Sale Planned
By Tri Hi Y Club

HAZEL CAFE

Wooden Can Beat The Stall
With His Patient Playing

NOW SERVING
.
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *
a

OPEN DANCE

•

PTA

GLEASON HALL

at 12th and Payne Streets

SATURDAY, MARCH 15

From 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.

ILE HOMES

Faaturhig • • •

Economy Prices
•
sr

THE BLUE MISTS

_

. Admission - 75*

Drug

.

Peanuts®

\

by Charles M. Schulz
taxi

THIS SUNDAY

, Prescription
Needs

GUY
LOVINS
* for *

Features at ..
1:10, 3:15, 7:10 & 9:15

OH, AUNT)
RITZ I

THIS IS
CLEAN-UP
DAY

by Ernie Bushmillor
WHY DON'T I
KEEP MY BIG
MOUTH SHUT

oc)

IMMO FlantallaBelit .Stsfa alltf%
A
kets Now On Sale!:

leibla
Jones stop golf n
"(,rand
1 he U.S. Open
and \ matelir and .the British
Men and iimatror - in 1930.

tau6.4,414 Lau-

..Tal 1.75

A

/N1011,
0
_-.
11114 .41.40
0 016
"
16"
e,• -

•

4.

I

a

Volunteers
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. uPI)—
Laymen are pitching In to help
in overseas missions construction projects of the Assemblies
of God, a Pentecostal denomination of 8,510 churches.
Under the denomination's
Mobilization and Placement
Service (MAPS), 15 men have
participated or will participate
in construction of a church at
Freeport On Grand Bahama
Island. Carpenters. electricians,
plumbers and others with construction skills apply to MAPS
for scheduling into teams which
work In two-week relays to keel)
the project going.

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
Wisdom is knowing what to do; Skill is knowing
how to do it; and Virtue is doing It well.
I seek your advice, I welcome your suggestions,
I solicit your vote and influence.

GUY LOVINS
Candidate for State Representative
—

Democratic Primary, May 27, 1969

• ,
:'.4116014110r4`16247.0%

—

- ar•
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MURRAY. ILINTUCKY

will meet at the Masonic Hall nett Warterfield, and Vaster
at seven pm.
Orr.
•• •
•••
The Faith Doran Circle of
The Business and ProfessionSeawnley, March 15
the First United Methodist al Women's Club will have its
A Chill supper will be bald Church WSCS will meet at the dinner meeting at the Woman's
at the Dexter Community Clus- haute of Mn. Autry Farmer, Club House at 0:30 p.m.
ter, sponsored by the Dexter 1907 Wells Boulevard, at two
•••
Homemakers Club. Chili, chili pm.
Temple Hill Chapter No, 811
•
•
•
dogs, drinks, coffee, cake, and
Order of the Eastern Star will
pie will be served.
Circle I of the First United meet at the Masonic Hall at
•••
Methodist Church WSCS will Seven p.m.
The Kentucky Rho Chapter meet at the social hall at two
•• •
of Alpha Delta Kappa will have p.m. with Mrs. Carl Harrison
The Calloway County Basil)
a luncheon at the Holiday Inn and Mrs. Julius Sharpe as hosBoosters Club will meet at the
at ncon. Mrs. Ruth Raney, state VP's&
Calloway County High School
•••
president, will speak. Hostesses
at seven p.m. All interested
The home of Mrs. Louise Patwill be June Smith, Martha
The Christian Women's Fel- persons, including those from
the
of
scene
the
terson was
Crafton, and Mabel* Walker. lowship of the First Christian
the six Calloway elementary
•••
meeting of the New Concord
Church will meet at the church centers, are urged to attend.
WedHomemakers Club held on
A runmage sale will be held library at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. A. b.
• ••
nesday afternoon.
at the American Legion Hall Crass will have the program
Mrs. John Livesay and Mrs.
starting at six a.m., sponsored and Mrs. Ed Mutual the worBy Abigail Van Buran
Charlie Stubblefield presented
by the WSCS of the Martins ship. Group II will be hostess.
•••
the lesson on "Attractive Tab
Chapel United
Methodist
DEAR ABBY: What Iliad el a lain" add a Mai Mee
les For All Meals". They strata
Church.
The Music Department of the
•••
gotten himself into that would east him NAV .
ed the importance of variety 1N
Murray Woman's Club will have
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Curtiss
meals with balance and color
My fiance tells me that we have to postpone ow maiTiart
A turkey shoot will be held a style show at the club house.
on
tips
gave
They
harmony.
at the Hardin Conservation The afternoon show will be at of Benton Route Three anbecause a "jam" he got himself into took all his savings. I
table service, table manners,
Club from nine a.m. to five 1:30 and the evening ahow at nounce the birth of a son, Seth
asked him to tell me the circumstances, but he refused M
Cancer Volunteers — David LaTimenewr of the Kew
Tyree, weighing eight pounds
and guides to make more com- !may Cancer
p.m.,
sponsored by the Dexter 7:30 p.m.
discuss it I think that since we are engaged to be married I
Asseciatises. Mending left, met with local per.
twelve ounces, born on Wedone's self and
within
fortable
•
•
•
Community
Club.
have a right to know. What do you *kik?
sons. On his left are Mrs. DOS Keller, presides* of the Misr.
BERTIE
us.
other people.
The Tau Phi Lambda soror- nesday, March 12, at 7:34 p.m.
rey Woman's Club. Mrs. Aubrey 14etcher, and Ms's. Matt
The cultural enrichment lea- Sparkman,
DEAR BERTIIE: I think yea de, he.. A SLIM "lam"
A country jamboree will be ity will meet at the home of at the Murray-Calloway County
A01111%1181
of
the
Delta
Of
Department
His
Murray
sea was given by Mrs. W. T.
held at Aurora School starting Sylvia Carrico at seven p.m Hospital.
represent& a 1st of *agar.
ash. Seated left to right are Mrs. Charles Warear, Mrs. Whit
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Einem. Miss Maude Nance
at seven p.m Admission will ba with Jane Alley as cohostess
bask
and
Mrs.
I.
Weds
Poirdern.
Mrs. E. E. Curtis of Bentort)
gave the landscape notes and
$1.00
and
50
cents
with
proNate
change
in
date.
DEAR ABBY: My daughMr-in-law is a doll. I love her as
and Mr. and Mrs. Van Tyree of
said for a more beautiful lawn
•••
ceeds going to Glen and Dixie
the she Imre my own,dmsr,but here is the prelims:
Benton Route Three. Mrs. Wilhave contrast, repetition of baiRudolph who are ill.
- Skis km bum- morriette-WriJIM fle eiertartitleers now, ance, and maintain an epee
ma Tyree of Benton Route
•••
Wednesday, March 19
sad she has never had Dad and me to her hedge for a meal. lawn area for a fuller view.
Three is a great grandmother.
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
• Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, chair- man, Aubrey Hatcher, 1. Wells
The Nature's Palette Garden
• ••
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, pre- man for the Cancer Committee
NM once!
will have a progressive dinner
sident, presided and the de- of the Delta Department of the Purdom, Charles Mercer, B. H with the first course being serv- Club will meet at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Nance of
I have her and my am over for meals all the time, and we
votion was given by Mrs. W. Murray Woman's Club had a Cooper, Whit Imes, H. K. Scar- ed at the home of Glenda Smith, of Mrs. Eunice Miller at 1:30 Murray Route Three are the
get along fine, so I tem it's not that she doesn't care for me.
P.M.
Eingins. The minutes arid call meeting of the volunteers borough, Hardeman Miller, Jer- Balky Road.
T.
parents of a daughter, Christy
I know she has bad BUN company dinners. (She has evee
•••
ry Starks, Gene Starks, Eugene
given
were
report
treasurer's
•
•
•
Michelle,
weighing
seven
asked me for recipes, which I give her &ft.) But we are
from Murray and Calloway Tarry, Billie Garland, Jim Scott,
CounThe
women
of
the
Oaks
by Mrs. T. R. Edwards. Mem- County for the Cancer Crusade
pounds, born on Wednesday,
March
17
Monday,
never invited. It's not that she can't afford it because money is
Teddy
Beane,
Odell
try
Club
will
have
their
bridge
Williams,
bers answered the roll call with at the Health Center on MonThe women of the St. John's session at 9:30 a.m. at the club. March 12, at the Murray-C-allo-11
the least of their worries. Also she has a nice home and
Dwight Crisp, George Hart, E.
"What I Plan To Plant In My day evening, March 11.
Hospital.
Episcopal
Church will meet at Please make reservations by way County •
B. Howton, Edgar Howe, Eurie
beautiful things to entertain with, so WHY hasn't she mar
••
Garden This Summer.
David A. LeTourneur, field Garland, J. B. Poyner, and the home of Mrs. Robert Hig- Monday noon with Mrs. Billie
invited Dad and me over for a meal?
The recreation vu conducted representative of the Kentucky
Mitzi Renee Is the name chogins,
7:30
1101
Main
Street,
at
Graves Hendon.
R. Roberts 753-2259 or 753-8311.
BEWILDERED IN L.
by Mrs. Loman Bailey.
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mag•• •
Cancer Association, gave hiOther persons have volun- p m.
Mrs. Patterson, assisted by struetion and explained the kn•••
gard, 807 North 20th Street,
DEAR BEWILDKRED: If I bad to guess. it amid he
teered
Murray
Area
Council
of
Interwho
were
unable
to
atifes. Noel Smith and Mrs. Char- portant reasons for the crusade.
The Penny Homemakers Club national Reading Association Murray, for their baby girl,
tend.
Weems she Inas esalienee and fears she issaidn't IneSSIWIt
be Stubblefield, served refresh- The funds received are for edu•• •
will meet at the home of Mrs. will meet in Room 154, educat- weighing six pounds four oun•IIL
ments to the nineteen mem- cation, service and , research
Carl Harrell, 1501 Story Avenue, ion building, Murray State, at ces, born on Thursday, March
visitors, Mrs.
ber! and.
13, at 2:43 p.m. at the MurrayThe crusade will run from April Not-So-Mobile
at one p.m.
four p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I bias a student Mese but dropped out after
Mr Pigue and Mrs. Hutt War- 1 to 25.
•••
Calloway County Hospital.
MI 1111. Fl..(0,)-1) - Wire
•••
The grandparents are Mr. and")
am year. One of the thisgs I learned he trainieg was bow to ren.
Mrs. Hatcher introduced Mn. than 40 penant of idl mobile
The
Republican
Women's
Thursday, March 20
The April lith meeting at 1:30 Don Keller, president of the lannea built lweonte stationer) Club will have a Tupperware
Mrs. Paul Maggard of Murray
give a massage. In feet, that was jilt abeni the only thing I
The
Home
Department
of
the
p.m. will be held in the home Murray Woman's Club, who pre- after their Iiri.t Ktop, according party with the public invited at
and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hays
really liked about ntweing.
Murray Woman's Club will
•
sented LeTourneur.
Community Center, Ellis have its annual luncheon at the of Murray Route Six.
A few ineethe age ray reiautuste had her boy friend over he of Mrs. G. C. Sigmon.
I,, a
Made b (atlineral the
Great grandparents are Mr.
Maps of the city were shown
.•perator of Drive. at 730 p.m Refresh- club house at one p.m. Those
the apartment and he emegleimed abed same seen smocies he
and Mrs. Herman Barber of
by Mrs. Hatcher whn assigned 11101111f I
parks. ‘Ithough ments will be served.
had front playing touch tostliall, so I gave him is massage. In a
in charge are Mesdames Her•••
Murray Route Six. Mrs. Stella
areas for those present to make tittp.t t the home:. Jr' ile%er
man Brunk, Carl Lockhart, NI:
few days he asked if rd give him another massage, but this
Goski of Connecticut, and Mrs.
Tuesday,
March
le
contacts.
Crawford,
Bryan
Tolley,
Winnie
-.old
to
new
moved. man!, arc
time he insisted on paying me. Since then be has sent rne four
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- Fluegge, Dwight Crisp, Mande Henry Maggard of Harlan
Women present were Iles-. 411• Tier), alio Ina- in them at the
other cheats, and now Fib massaging regularly. I enjoy doing
'dames
Don
Keller,
Matt
Spailk
der
of the Rainbow for Girls Nance, Winnie Fluegge! Bur- County.
Homemakers
The Westside
-.nue
this and I also like the man matey, hat someone told me I am
regular monthly
its
Club
held
breaking the law! Is it true a perm can't massage without a
meeting in the lovely home of
license? I also heard it's against the law to massage someone
Mrs. Gerald Stone on Thursday ,
DIANE
of the apposite sex. I can't believe it.
afternoon at twelve-thirty o'DEAR DIANE: In all states it he illegal is massage clock.
Mrs. Billy Smith and Mrs.
prefessierally without • Seeese. and is mese states me may
Jewell ACallan presented very
set massage a member of the opposite sea. Cheek this with
interesttqa Anson on "Plarmyear comity or state medical society. Or ask a lawyer to cheek ing Formal Luncheons and DinIt eft.
ners".
The president, Mrs. W. A.
CONFIDENTIAL TO HATTIE: A mat who really wants to Erwin, presided and Mrs. Billy
west will take any kind at Joe he can get nedi sousethieg Smith gave the devotion. Mrs.
-mere is his Mae" is available. Year man semi Ike the *Ed Charles Coleman gave the secwho, when epportualty knocks at the trent deer, he out Is the retary's report in absence of
Mrs. Charles Parker. Mrs. Joe
back yard leeking ter four-leaf chewers.
Garland gave the treasurer's reEverybody hes a prelim. What's yews? Far a personal Part
The lesson material for next
reply wrist he Abby. ass MSS. Les hawks. CaL. MIMI and
year was discussed. The club
melees a damped. esk-addressed semelepe.
voted to give three dollars to
',MUT TI:104-AGERS Friends of the Library.
FOR MOWS NEW
Those attending not previousWANT TO KNOW." SEND SIMI TO ABBY. BOK SWAM LOS
ly mentioned were Mesdames
ANGELES. CAL. Om
Alvin Usrey, Buddy Anderson,
Bud Gibbs, Pat Bogard, Jerry
Falwell, Wiburn Wyatt, and a
,new member, Mrs. Harold
Foots.
Due to spring vacation the
April meeting will be held a
Miss Carol Lynn Chewiest% chose to wear from her trous- week late on April 17 in the
April 4th bride-elect of Marc
seau a pink dress and a hos- home of Mrs. Waburn Wyatt at
HERE IS THE GREATEST FASHION FABRIC BUY OF THE YEAR!
Roderic Hayes, was compliment- tesses' gift corsage of a pins 12:30 p.m. Members please net*
ed with a lovely tea shower as rymbidium orchid.
Imagine, first quality NO% Dacron Double Knits at this unbelievable low, low
time change
• ••
the home of Mrs. Eerie GarMrs. Champion wore a rose
priee. Full bolts, 62" wide, machine washable and in a choice of 12 Spring and
land on Saturday, March I throe piece suit and Mrs. Hayes
Summer
Fashion Colors. Compare these fine quality Dacron Dodds Knits al
dress.
in
from three to het o'clock
was attired in a green
more than twice the price!
the afternoon.
Both wore hostesses' gift corThe gracious hostesses fat sages of white Camellias.
. the prenuptial occasion were
The guests were greeted at
Mrs. Eurie Garland and Mrs the door by Mrs. Eurie GarMrs. D. N. White opened her
James Garland_
land. They were invited to sign home for the meeting of the
Receiving the guests with the the register by Miss Sandra Gar Arms Dunn Circle of the Wohonoree were her mother, Mn Land who wore a brown linen men's Society of Christian SerWilliam Champion, and her mo- dress and a corsage of yellow vice of the Hazel United Mether-in-law to be, Mrs. James chrysanthemumsthodist Church held on Tuesday
Hayes.
afternoon at two o'clock.
For the event the honoree
The program on "UnderstandArrangements of yellow chry
santhemuma and white daisies ing Modern Youth" was prewere used on the register table sented by Mrs. John McCuland the coffee table in the liv- lough. Mrs. W. S. Jones reported on the writer, Charles Mowing room.
Mrs_ James Garland escorted ry, and gave a brief sketch of
the guests to the master bed his life.
Mrs. Isaac Gross omega km
Mrs. H. A. Newport, presimom and the den where the
hems tor the moan at Ile
many lovely gifts for the bride dent. presided and read the
Mew Noe Heameeskaas Clib
71st chapter of Psalms. Anelect were displayed.
kid in lealamday. Iteme 1*
Special background musk nouncement was made of the
at earaddrty Vele& helbe rd.
was played on the piano by Day Apart to be held at the
Wows&
Hazel Church on March 28, and
Miss Brenda Richerson.
Aa imiereetbig lemma in Va.
The beautifully appointed tes the district meeting at Paris,
ermigedyg at Lamcbeese sad
•
table was overlaid with a whits Tenn.
iilifellea was presented by lin.
During the social hour a salace cloth and centered with a
flatess. Me else gave
silver and crystal epergne bold lad plate was served by the
dempoiggellme an Mario Bowtog yellow shasta daisies, JOD hostess, Mrs. White.
en.
• ••
gulls, and baby's breath flankBeeksee. sew
ed by white candles in match
and Mrs. Rob.
Sag three branched candelabra
116
2., pm the do.
er1821=
Individual bride's cakes iced
istlea.1111m. lathed Maier read
Mrs. R. W. Blakely was in
In yellow accented with yellow
the Admen sad eaDsdthero
Tama tapirs far MO were roses, decorated mints, nuts charge of the program presentand punch were served to the ed at the meeting of the Woemend by the groop.
man's Missionary Society of the
llefresseents were served by many friends who called during
Kirksey Baptist Church held at
the afternoon.
the hostess.
Miss Pamela Garland presid- the church in observance of the
' Members present were Mrs.
ed at the punch bowl and Miss -week of prayer for home nitsGreve. Mn. Hutson, Itrs. Mir
keen, Mrs. McCagm Kra Mb Patricia White served the cake. sions.
Miss Rhonda Garland assisted 'The Living Church" was the
kg. sad Mrs. Tommy Patter.
the hostesses in entertaining. theme of the program.
Guests were Mn. Edward Lel.
• ••
Others present and taking
My sad Mn. Glee raker, with
part in the program were Mrs.
the latter becoming a new mem- Instant Benefit
William Edwards, Mrs. David
her.
FULTON. leo UPI—Boyce
The pert meeting will he Boren cut his finger on the Brasher, Mn. Jim Washer, Mrs
held on Wednesday, April O. clasp of his new accident in- W. A. Erwin, Mrs. Isaiah Tress
Mrs. Urban Belcher, and Mrs
at 1.20 pia. at the /some
surance police
James Paschall.
Mrs. James Haterma
•

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen ..

Fiance Won't Tell
About $6,600 Jam

Phone 753-1117 or 753-4947

SOCIAL CALENBAI

Patterson Home Is
Scow Of Meeting
New Concord Club

Volunteers For Cancer Drive Are Given
Instruction At Delta Sponsored Meet

11

•

4;44,04444-AW04, 4

,

c

• •,•
Westside Club Has
Meeting In Home
Mrs. Gerald Stone

•

ON SALE MONDAY, MARCH 17111
SENSATIONAL MILL PURCHASE

some=

Miss Carol Lynn Champion Given
Tea Shower At The Garland Home

Mrs. D. N. White
Hostess For Meet
Arra Dunn Circle

AT THE LOWEST PRICE EVER, ANYWHERE!!

New Hope Club
Has Meeting At
The Grogan H

sats.

Kirksey WMS
Holds Meeting

Be there when the door opens Monday,
9:00 a.m., sharp, for the Fashion Fabric Buy of a lifetime . ..
Come early for best selection ... Save
up to '5.00 on every yard!

at

-r

•

I.

•

•

••

•

•
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Warterfield, and

THE LEDGE

Vaster

•••
be Business and ProfessionWomen's Club will have its
mer meeting at the Woman's
House at 6:30 p.m.
•••
emple Hill Chapter No. 511
er of the Eastern Star will
a at the Masonic Hall at
in p.m.
• ••
he Calloway County Butt
eters Club will meet at the
oway County High School
seven p.m. All interested
tons, including those from
six Calloway elementary
ten, are urged to attend.

Flu Closes
Schools In
Fulton Area

•••

This is the new J. IL Keell
Nelda! Raerdafiest and
Mamie, sIl Canter leeNod in
Greees County on the Old
Central Reed. It eaneldered ens
of the moat oesspiete said
meat modem in the Wet,. Trained
psychiatrists,
• ists„ and peyehlatele sedel workers are on the porthole"
staff of the
easier.

AMEX
Ir. and Mrs. Eugene Curtiss
Benton Route Three enmce the birth of a son, Seth
Te. weighing eight pounds
dye ounces, born on Wedday, March 12, at 7:34 p.m.
the Murray-Calloway County
Irandparents are Mr. a n d
i. E. E. Curtis of Bentort.1
I Mr. and Mrs. Van Tyree of
iton Route Three. Mrs. WilTyree of Benton Route
its is a great grandmother.
• ••
Cr. and Mrs. Bob Nance of
rray Route Three are the
enta of a daughter, Christy
belle,
weighing
seven
lids, born on Wednesday,
:.ch 12, at the Murray-Callo-8
r County Hospital.
• ••
Uzi Renee is the name choby Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mag.
d, 807 North 20th Street,
Tay, for their baby girl.
ghing six pounds four owlborn on Thursday, March
at 2:43 p.m. at the Murriiyioway County Hospital.
he grandparents are Mr. and
. Paul Maggard of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hays
Murray Route Six.
rest grandparents are Mr.
Mrs. Herman Barber of
Tay Route Six, Mrs. Stella
ki of Connecticut, and Mrs.
try Maggard of Harlan
nty.

4erff-lv
117T11
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New Facility
Gets Wide
•Attention
-

The recently completed J. U.
Kevil Mental Retardation Center
on Old Central Road was included in a recent statewide publication describing the Center aspossessing "aesthetics plus utility". Further emphasized was
the fact that good design is psy•chologically important to the individuals involved and to the
general community environment.
"The public pays for these
facilities both through taxes and
contributions, so it has the right
to expect and demand good de..
sign", declared Kent Ballard,
an architect employed by the
State Health Dept. to review plans for the new health facilities
!,•in Kentucky.
The new facility , designed
by Lee Potter Smith & Associates
of Paducah , Inc., Architects,
houses classrooms, psychologist
and staff work areas, and pky
and therapy areas. John Redden,
Executive Director, heads this
organization which operates completely comprehensive rehabilitation programs. E. 11, Gilliam
•is the J. U. Kevil Memorial
Foundation President.
The Mental Health program
employs psychiatrists, psycholoWIFE SUES ASTRONAUT
gists, social workers and rehabil- Donn F. Eisele, one of the
itation consultants, thus keeping
Apollo 7 astronauts,..vier
abreast with the changes in med- charged v..tft.h. 'iarih and
ical technOlogy. Special educat- cruel treatment" in a divorce
ion procreate for the retarded, suit filed by his wife, Harriet,
including-11.iledt therapy and
in Houston, Tex. Mrs. Eisadult worimfiepe, is offered in
ele's attorneys asked the
this full cedillas of special
court to prohibit him from
comprkensfire ideation.
transferring any of their
Communities nele give impor- community property
valued
tant poSitions to regional rehabIn excess of $50,000. He is
ilitation institution@ Ileds as the
38, and they have three livKevil Center which serves Gray.
ing children.
es, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle,
Marshall and Calloway Counties,
•• *
These communities will undoubThe Detroit Lions won their
tedly realize great benefit from last
Nationil Football League
_ the expanded programs of this title
in 1957.
I modern technological center.
•
•
•
The center will be formally
The Chleago.Cubs have finishdedicated in ceremonies to be ed third
in the National League
1.,eld March 21st, 1969.
for two straight years.

•

•

TIME

Marion Air Cavafryman
Killed In Viet Action

4

MARION, Ky., March 13 —
Spec. 4 Leon Beard, 21-year-old
air cavalryman f rom Marion,
has been killed in action near
the Cambodian border in Viet.

brothers, Cartis, Allen and Tony
Beard, all of Marion.
The body will be brought to
Hunt's Funeral Home here. Funeral arrangements are incomplete. Burial will be in Marion's
Mapieview Cemetery.

Spec. 4 Beard, a graduate of
Crittenden County High School
MI in 1965 who entered the Army
June 27, 1998, died in battle at
-Ty Cobh plaed in 2,8041
"multiple wounds," according major league games for the
to the Defense Department mes- Detroit Tigers.
sage to the parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Beard, 519 N. Maki
St., Marlon.

Ken-Bar To Be Sold
At Auction Saturday

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky., March
13
— Ken-Bar Inn is scheduled
HICKMAN, Ky. — The "flu
bug" has forced the closing of to be sold at a public auction at
all schools in the Fulton County 2 p.m. Saturday at the motel
school system for the remainder site, bringing to a close a recof the week.
ord of financial difficulties beSuperintendent of Schools Har- setting the luxury motel since it
old Garrison ordered the schools opened in July, 1968.
closings on Wednesday after
The public sale is a result of
more than 300 students had a judgment in a foreclosure suit
failed to report for classes on against the motel owners in DeTuesday.
cember. Terms for the sale, set
Over 285 - absentees were re- forth in the judgment,
are 20 per
ported in the school system on cent cash at the time
of the
Monday and 327 were reported sale with the remainder of
the
on Tuesday, according to the sale price to be paid off in four
superintendent.
equal installments over a period
Garrison said he reached his of two years.
decision after consulting with
Central Bank and Trust Co.,
the county health board and the Owensboro, brought suit against
state department of education in Kentucky-Barkley Lakes
Area
Frankfort.
Development Co., the motel ownillness
described
The
been
has
Farmington, Kentucky.
Waiter (Dave) Sorensen me
ers, asking for payments on the
Mr. Sorensen's new dntieswlL as a "type of viral infection" or Mortgage amounting to $623,000
been named District Forester of
By VERNON SCOTT
the
Western District. Thia include supervising all fire can "the flu."
plus seven per cent interest. In
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
appointment was announced by trol and timber management acChildren infected with the dis- addition,
Damen Springs Resort
Ronald C. Schureman, Director tivities
in the thirteen-count, ease reportedly are suffering
Motel, Inc., which holds a V250,HOLLYWOOD UPI - Richard of the Kentucto, Division of Forfrom high temperatures, sore
1188 Mood mortgage, will be enKiley is dreaming the impossible estry, Department of Natural Rethroats and runny nolja, _ ---titlett-elsemse
d
dream, hoping Hollywood will sources, and-was effective Febrts,
County Health Nurse MMUS
ary 17, 1969. Mr. Sorensen sucThe motel is the largest privcast him in the role of Don Quix- ceeds Robert Parnell w ho recentWhite said health officials hadn't atelly.mmeel
motel in Western
ote in the movie version of"Man ly resigned.
pinned "the bug" down, but it
from La Mancha."
Dave Sorensen is a 1963grddu-3
wasn't thought to be the Hong
It was Kiley who brought the ate of A Acuities A 8 M.He acceptKong strain.
show alive for a year and a hall ed a position with the Kentuclq.
"All we know is we've got a
Division
of
Forestry
working in
on Broadway and then toured the
lot of sick kids," she said.
Morehead,
Kentucky
in
1963.
In
country in the musical for anoth- 1963,
An estimated 1,500.1,600 stuMr. Sorensen came to the
er six months.
dents are enrolled in the five
Mayfield Office in the position
Now he is in the nerve shatter- of Service Forester. He was
Fulton County schools.
ing never never land of waiting promoted to District Management
to hear whether United Artists Assistant of the Western Districi
in December, 1967.
will cast him for the film.
Dave is married to the formm
Trouble is, Rex Harrison, RiHe will work in Mayfield Distsict
Mary Ann Mazziuti of Lake
chard Burton and Richard Harris Village, Arkansas. The
OfFiceiocated at 304WestWaluig
Soren
have all shown interest in the seas have two children, Ann CeStreet. He invited anyone who
_ 'has questions concerning either
role. None of them sing as well
Open
Vincent
illiam
andVe
5,
control or timber managetire
age
cilia
Kiley, but then there's alwaRoute 1, WALTER (DAVE)SORENSEN
on
reside
They
corm
and
usif
them
disc
to
by
ment
2.
age
ys Mang Nixon to dub in the
Western District of Kentucky. with him.
songs.

Star Hopes Sorensen Named
For Place District Forester,
.
In Movie
Western insti/la

Kentucky and is located near
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park. It has been closed throughout the winter after shuttieg
down its restaurant operation In
November in anticipation of the
suit.
One of the major reasons for
the failure of the motel reportedly was the lack of sufficient cap.
ital from the time it opened.
More than 1,600 persons purchased stock before construction
started, but reportedly there was
not enough money raised to finance the construction and still
have sufficient operating capital.
The 14-room complex was built
In 1965 for about $1,750,000 and
had several leading political figures in the state as stock-holders. James Peden, brother of
Katherine Peden, is the present
chairman of the board. Circuit
Judge James Lassiter disqualified himself from hearing the
case in Marshall Circuit Court
because he was board chairman
prior to Peden. As a result, the
Court of Appeals appointed Nat
Ryan Hughes, Murray attorney,
as special judge in the case.

SCOTT DRUG
iii00P7ristEniftEitieitUNDAY

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
12:00 -a.m-. till 6:00 p.m."—

Would Like to Play
"I hestitate to say how much
I would like to play the movie
version," said Kiley on a visit
from his New York home.
"So far as I know negotiations for casting are still going
on. It's like waiting for the other shoe to drop. Maddening. A
part like that comes up once in
a lifetime,
"I was lucky, struggling along
In the theater, a few movies
and a lot of television, when La
Mancha was offered me. The
moment I read the script I knew
I had to play it. Someactors good
ones work all their lives without
finding something like that."
The odds of Kiley playing his
dream role on film are not in
his favor.
Barbara Harr is played the Sandy Dennis role in "A Thousand
Clowns." Sandy also was aced
out of her Broadway hit "Any
Wednesday" when Jane Fonda
played the film version. And it
was Jane again who took over
Elizabeth Ashley's role in "Barefoot in the Park,"

-11:111.1.1.Useezszastseu.suseur

INSURED SAFETY!
IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL PRIVILEGES!
NO NOTICES REQUIRED!
HIGHEST INSURED RATE!
••••

Flagrant Switch
The most flagrant switch di
leading role in transition from"
Broadway to Hollywood occurred
when Jack Warner decided Julie
Andrews "wasn't big enough,"
and put Audrey Hepburn in the
Eliza Doolittle role of "My Fair
Lady."
For whatever reason • movie
producers are wary of using
Broadway talent in celluloid transfers of hit plays or musicals.
Kiley's chances are about even. But with such formidable
names as the three Britishers
going against him and probably
a dozen others all he can do is
wait.
Currently ha is concluding a
starring role at Universal Studios for NBC-TV's "World Premiere" movie for television.

5 %CERTIFICATES
($3,000 Minimum)

SAVINGS
CERTIFIC)
ATES 4Y4
"'
1 min""

041

Beard had been in Vietnam
since last Dec. 1.
44i The Defense Department told
Mr. and Mrs. Beard their son
died at 3:16 a.m., March 9.
Today, his parents received
two letters from h I m written
abortly before his death. He said
that he was so near the Cambodian border "I can see the
city."

%
)
PASSB
OOKS
(No Minimum Required)

FREE I I 5-PIECE PLACE SETTING
STAINLESS TABLEWARE
Or

Choice Of FINE STAINLESS CUTLERY
with $150.00 DEPOSITS
$25.00 Deposits Receive ou•.n Toward *ifts Above

•
Beard was "log man" for
Company B of the First Air
Cavalry. In this role, he controlled the delivery of supplies
to the company.
Beard, son of•retired Marion
mechanic, was married to the
former Miss Saundra Kay
Brown of Marion.

4

He operated a service station
here between the time be graduated from high school and the
time he was called into tht
Army.
Besides his parents, he Is survived by a sister, Mrs. B. J.
Cilder of Marion and three

MURRAY FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN OFFICE
NEW ISRAELI COMMANDER Gen. Abraham Adam newlynamed commander of the Israeli Armored Corp.. reviews,
Mk troops somewhere in Israel following incidents of warfare in Sinai.
ftwaliojthoro)

AL LEN ROSE
Public Relations
& L oan Officer

304 E. MAIN STREET

BRUCE THOMAS
Branch Manager

(Branch of Hopkineville Federal Savings
and Loan Association)
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I Most Gallant Gamester In The
State Is The Popular Black Bass

ICENTUOICY
04•004M.0noln0inen.0400,0own sign.0ignw0
Ann.0.em 0io

AY
IMnayin

Early seeraisia isfssigiessesainee elm* days
are times when
shad sesta le =heal best. Therefo
re, bass seem to forage on these
sthertiah sesmamrs of the herring family in larger
schools during
these peak periods.
One of the ways that jump fishermen locate
feeding bass is to head
for areas where shad are known to school
and observe the surface
for slight dimples or surging fish
feeding at the surface and throwing helb IMI fish and water into the air.
Frainifort, KY,(Skar-ial) - The largest member of the sunfish
amity is the black bass and the state's record taiga tipped the
NOS ilele Jumps have been found the angler has two
choices
to Make.TM* he may rush towards the
scales at 13 pounds and eight maces.
feeding fish in a fast boat,
and het Were reaching the action
This gallant gamester will rise to a bass bug, gobbie a wad of
area, turn the boat sideways
-and cat the motor, at the same time casting
nightcrawlers, gutp a minnow, pick ip a plastic worm and "bop a
to the thrashing fish.
The altafflibi blethod is to scull or
spoon, spinner or surface lure in the jumps.
wee an electric motor to get
where the*Moe is.
In any case, these flue fish afford excellent sport throughout the
Maay Mime be Erg grow of Asherm
entire year and may be caught in many manners during the four
ee will get only one chance
at the feed* Ask bipmwee epee the
seasons, according to fishing experts of the Department of Fish
backwash from the boat hits
and Wildlife Hesonrces
the MISR Vet ROOMSso dew and so do the bass. However, at
other times moth* semis Is slow down the action.
Fishermen who meek*ea the *min bass often
Jigging Live Bait
will be able to
stay in settee over a ken's' period
Bank Casting and Spinning
and thus harvest more fish.
Jump tbddig is a very meths sport because the
There are two main Meadows of jig fishing live bait; use either
angler must be
able to cast three to five timea the
large minnows or a wad of nightcrawlers. Water conditions will
Soon after the jigging season it's time for casting or spin fishing
distance that is generally redetermine which Would be best.
quired
and
yet
be
able to hit at foot spot with pinpoint accurac
the shorelines. At this time the water temperature has pot warmed
y.
The best lures for black bass jumps are
In late fall or winter when Impounded waters of the state's
up enough for bass to rise to the surface but a medium to deep
surface lures with an
injured
major or stateamied lakes begin to color up to the intensity that
minnow effect. When these fail, try one that
running lure, close to the shore, will afford a lot of fast action.
has a fast
quiver and a lot-of flash. Still another
we may see only two or three feet deep, try minnow jigging.
Many fishermen choose to use lures with a built-in action
good choice is a flashing
spoon or spinner. Any of these lures
This may baaccomplished with a cane pole some 14 feet long,
(those with lips or bills that will wobble from side to side when
should be cast beyond the
feeding fish and worked to the action spot.
using a monoffisment line only a few inches shorter than the
retrieved) and these lures usually fished around cover.
To
length of the pole. This line should be of at least 15 pound test.
the
bass
fisherman fishing the jumps is a highlight of this
This is an excellent time to use lures that will not hang up too
sport due to the extra skill that is needed
The cork best suited is called a sUp cork, one slikeh will slide up
easily and let them strike and bounce over, around and through
to be successful. Luck
helps,
and down the list A 30 or 6 0 Aberdeen book is bind because this
too.
cover areas.
slim steel wire weapon will not kill the mime see win permit
Hot Weather Bass
Some of the more successful fishermen locate feedin,. bass by
ample action for the swimming bait, Some Mir lelltlethes above
It might be difficult for some
first trying along those stump infested banks- for about half an
fishermen to believe that limits
of bass may be taken in midthe book is attacliad a sinker.
hour. If this fails, then it's off and away to the rocky points for
summer when water temperatures
and
This weight my vary in distaeceabovelliellelk diglitallgg on the
boating
activities are at their highest. But the
another try. Here bait actions are changed. After a while without
fellows who
cover where fee bait is to Whet, la gess Aire a fisherman is
fish the artificial nightcrawler during
results, the fisherman who is actually hunting bass will change
this time know it to be true.
One effective way to take bass
fishier it aMfeslaw is piled doss dose to the book so
areas and possibly try for bass around stickups or tree laps.
during this time is to fish only the
if
that the minim eel ad become bailed arena alb.
points, where there are stumps,submer
this is the spot, then the angler who knows where the most laps
These lunkers came out
ged trees,dropofts and other
bass
Large minnows are usually tbroughliellillph, allow*
havens.
Both
night and day will produce good results
and sticktps are, as a rule, will be the fellow who will drag over
the
of Lake Beshear lost week
when
minnow a more natural swimming settee as the angler, sculling
such
an
area
is fished properly. Fishing the points
the dock a limit string of lunker bass.
in daylight
his boat along the bank, tosses the booked sailleow in spots where
with the largest weighing
requires a hunt and seek technique
One of the main things to keep in mind when ftshini for bass
untila school of bass is located.
the bass may be lying in wait.
Point
after point may be sampled until a hot
Is that the fellow who keeps- trying and stays with the sport over
six
and three-quarters and
spot is located. HowOnce a bass picks up the minnow, allow ample time for it to
ever, once found, a limit of bass may
long periods will be the most successful.
be
the
prize.
the
smaller weighing in at
swallow it before setting the book.
In order to locate feeding fish
At times bass will be on the bank for only a short period
on these points use a weedless
and
or snagles rig with the plastic nightcr
three
the fellow who is there and ready will reap the harvest.
pounds and nine oz.
-wler. First try fishing into
the point and work the lure on the
Nightcrawler Jigging
Reminders that will help enable a fisherman to catch more bass
bottom back to the boat. In fact,
a person should fish a complete
are: Do not make noise such as rattling a tackle box, dropping
NAME CHANGED
circle around the boat then move
a
Then as the waters begin to muddy up the sportsmen change
to another spot just beyond and repeat
sculling paddle or shifting a gas Call along the bottom of the boat.
this procedure until the
both rigging and bait for jigging.
entire point has been fished, both in and out.
On sunny days fish the shadows. Keep the shadows of man and boat
For nightcrawter jigging the pole is some two feet shorter,
When one point -fails to poduce, then
off of the bank.
WASHINGTON UPI - The Fish
up anchor and away to
much stiffer and with a line extends some three to four feet
another point. In most cases there will
Room at the White House hencebe
very
few
dry
runs
and
beyond the tM of the pole.
empty ice boxes at the end of the day.
forth will be called the RooseSurface Lures For Bass
This line is Mach heavier and 40 to 50 pound tests are not
Then there is the night to fish the creepy crawlin
velt Room after President Theog
plastic worm.
uncommon. A stationary cork is placed some 18 to 24 inches
Shorelines as well as points should be sample
By mid-April the surface temperature of the state's waters
dore Roosevelt. The room, used
d until feeding bass
has
above a 4 0 to 80 heavy hook while the einear, as a rule, is attachare located. —
.warmed up to that degree where-bass
as a waiting area for presidential
Urfallerrinsects and
ed just above the knot tie off. Three to five nightcrawlers are used
Artificial Wren fishing for many is too
stranded creatures as they struggle in the water.
visitors and press briefings, has
slow.
Howeve
r,
it
is
to garnish the book in such manner as to allow the heads and tails
deadly for those who have the patienc
Song of the best surface lure fishing will continue through
been called the "Fish Room"
e
and
the
feel
forthis
May
fine
of these dew w=ito move about.
sport.
and tren again in late September and continue up into Novemb
since President Franklin D. Rooer.
Fishermento scull their boat dose to the bank and keep
One must have a rod and reel
Prior to this tithe fishermen catch bass on both live
sevelt hung a sailfish trophy and
suitable for this special type
and artificial
the wad of =triers moving in a quick up-and-down motion
angling
and one that the fisherman can feel the
baits fished below the surface. This is a lot of bin but not nearly
added a small aquarium. White
very movements
as
as they move
e shoreline.
of the lure as it creeps and crawls along
exciting as being able to see a mammoth bass come completek
House Press Secretary Ronald
the bottom is ideal. Too,
out
Stumps, fallen tree laps, stickups, outcroppings of rocks and
this rig must have *feel that allows
of the water, taking a bass bug or some other surface
,Ziegler's explanation for the
one
to
tell
when
a
lure.
bass
picks
small run-ins are some of the choice hiding places for bass during
up the halt.
Those who choose to fish for bass on the
name change was that the West
surface may use
this season. It is there that an angler will ply his techniques with
If One has never tried this type of
casting, spinning, spin-casting or fly rod equipme
Wing, where the presidential offfishing then it's best to get
nt and can be - ; with an artifici
the utmost care'snd skill.
al Worm fisherman for the first few trips.
successful with any oe
ices are, was built during the
.these devices.
Once a bass takes the bait then ft's a hard strike frith the short
Surface fishing begins just ;at that time of thy
Theodore Roosevelt administraBass In Ponds and Streams
when the first
pole to heave the bass in the back of the boat in a manner similar
rays of light begin to come over the ridge and
tion.
continues until the
Kentucky has mo• re miles of running water than
to that used in commercial tuna fishing.
any other of the
sun is fully up. Then again, in late evening and
original 48 states as well as some 60,000
even after dark, it
farm ponds which have
Is profitable.
been stocked by the Department of Fish
•
Jigging The Dollfly
and Wildlife Resources.
First the feeding bass must be found and once
again this is accomplished by the trial and error method. Try
the stump infested
- dome fisbermea choose only to take bass on artcial lures and
;banks, rocky shorelines and points, stickups, tree
laps et k.. Change
some of the purists have developed a jigging technique whereby
the color and pattern of the lure as well as the
method of retrieve
either the doilfly or artificial nightcrawler fills the bill rather
until the right combigiation has been worked out.
than live halls.
One of the most successful techniques is to place
the lure as
In this eel% Mk bill and winter water conditions are ideal when
close to a stump or back in the deep V of a tree
lap as is possible.
the waters Mar ip and one may see down only two or three feet
Then let it rest in place until all the waves have
died away. Then
(the seine seeditions that prevail in minnow jigging).
give the resting lure only the slightest twitch,
let it rest fora few
The pus may be either cane or fiber glass, about 12 to 14 feet
seconds, repeat this procedure several times and
finally move the
lung, MIW serf Sad 'stepped with 20 to 40 pound test line which
lure quickly from its last waiting point.
Is a couple et feet shorter than the length of the pole.
I ne method described will take bass under
three different
Usually a black (loftily with or without a black pork rind is used.
conditions. First, at times bass want to take a
lure long after
Again, fishermen scull the boat along the shoreline and then toss
the little waves have died away and will not rise
to a bait with
the bait ahead of the boat anpund cover areas such as rocks,
any movement. Second, at. times a bass will
come to rest under
stumps, tree laps etc. and in and qp-and-down motion with the pole,
this motionless lure and will wait until the
slightest-movement
they swim the dainty in these bass proclocing spots.
before making a foraging surge to the lure. Third,
some bass seem
Owe the flibicks up the Are, set the book hard and hang on.
to play cat and mouse when feeding on the surface
and will only take
Many anglers who fish in this manner Will swear by this method
a lure when it appears that the Offering is about
as
to escapee
being tar superior to the use of live baits.
For the angler who has never had a big lass take
a surface lure
The artificial siglitcraviers, too, is effective when used in this
then, indeed, this person has an anticipated experie
nce that will ever
sneer with a leatbeaded weighted hook.
be remembered.
Under certain cooditions, ware the water has a suitable color
and there art a lot of dictums, jigging dollflys and plastic nightJump Fishing
crawlers will produce more fish than casting even during
late
spring, summer and fall.
Soon after the spring session fishing Kentuck
y anglers will be
This technique allows the tit to be worked longer in bass proon the prowl hoping to find a school of black
bass in the Minos.
ducing waters became the fisherman doesn't have to bring the bait
These jumps occur soon after the shad have
spawned and the
back to the boat before it may be placed in another spot as
fry swim about in scattered schools in
is
larger tributaries, big
necessary when casting.
THROUGH THE ICE Denim., Carr, 12. Kalamazoo, Mich . iihowx the I2-pound
northern pike
embarrnents and in the still waters of the main
lakes.
hi• i•aught through the ire of nearby Lake Hamlin
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blow the world up.:'
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and encouragement they need
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People need to learn acceptable Martin Oil
69 31
behavior. People have to agree T. V. Service
63% 34%
5o a basic way of life. Customs, Bank of Murray
63 35
traditions and laws are all part Murray Lodge
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52 48
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All Work is GUARANTEED
and approved by insurance
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Miss Ada Sue Hu•son And Mrs. John Purdorn
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